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Crafts
week 19

Moulding clay
This week we’ll be experimenting with paper maché and salt dough, 
or in other words, with magic dough. The point of the exercise is to 
familiarise ourselves with home-made, biodegradable clay’s properties 
and to brainstorm an object or a few that can be made. Experiment with 
both types of clay, or choose just one or the other, for which you have 
the ingredients. Both types of clay are easy to make at home. As an adult 
for permission to use the ingredients you find at home.
 

The idea of the object
Think about which kinds of objects paper maché is suitable for and 
which salt dough are suitable for. While planning, consider how well 
the object needs to withstand usage, the purpose of the object, the size, 
and the how mouldable the clay is. The object can be made of several 
pieces, which you need to make separately and attach to each other once 
they are dry, for example, with a stick, string, or with glue. Make the 
necessary holes for attachment while the object is still wet. You can pre-
pare objects for yourself or for someone as a present (e.g., mother’s day, 
the end of school, or the birthday of someone dear to you.) Pictured are 
examples of amongst other things, a lucky charm, lucky dolls, objects 
for a miniature world as well as dice.

DESIGN
9-11years

Patterning the magic dough

Colours
The objects you designed can be coloured, 
painted, and decorated once they’ve dried.
If you want to try to die the clay, you 
should add it to the water as the clay is 
being prepared. Add, for example, water-
colours, food colouring, and spices and 
ingredients found in your kitchen (e.g., 
turmeric, paprika powder, blueberries, 
beetroot, etc.). Think about what method 
of colouring suits your purpose, or try 
out different options. If you use kitchen 
supplies, ask an adult for permission and 
protect the surface of your work station so 
that the colours don’t spread everywhere. 
Once it has dried, check your object to 
see if colour seeps out of it so you can be 
careful not to stain your clothes and other 
things.

Home-made miniature 
photography studio

Patterning the surface 
The surface of the object can 
be pressed while moulding, for 
example, with a fork, toothpick 
or anything else you can think of. 
The surface of the salt dough is 
more suitable for patterning than 
that of paper maché.

Additional task: Practice taking pictures of your process with a phone camera or by 
taking pictures of different stages of work. Finally, take a picture of your completed work in 
peaceful surroundings, or make, for example, using paper, your own “photography studio,” 
like in the picture. Make sure that your phone or you yourself don’t cast a shadow on the 
picture, and that there is enough light.
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What you need Goal

Background

Paper maché recipe
toilet paper or paper towels
water
a small bowl or a plastic container

For a small object that fits into your palm, 
you need 5 pieces of toilet paper. Crumple the 
paper in your palms into a lump and wet it with 
a tablespoon of water. Squeeze out the excess 
water into a container and shape it into a shape 
of your choice.

Make sure the paper doesn’t get washed down 
the sink, to avoid it getting clogged up. Throw 
excess paper maché into the toilet, into the or-
ganic rubbish or into the mixed waste.

To make a paper bowl choose a plastic cup to 
use as a mould. You’ll need about 10 pieces of 
toilet paper. Measure 3 tablespoons of water 
into another small bowl or plastic container. 
Colour the water if you want to make a coloured 
bowl. Wet the paper and criss-cross it over the 
mould.

When the bowl is completely dry, take it off the 
mould and if you like, cut the edges so that they 
are even.

Preparing a dyed paper bowl.

Salt dough recipe
 3 dl flour
1.5 dl salt
1.5 dl water
1 tablespoon cooking oil

Attn! Half of this amount is sufficient if you want to make just 
a container or some jewellery. The turquoise objects in the pic-
ture are made from just half the amount. Ask a parent to help 
count how much of the ingredients you need if you halve the 
recipe. Mix the flour and salt and add water and cooking oil. 
Knead the ingredients into a solid clay. If the clay is sticky, add 
a little flour. If the dough crumbles too easily, you can add a 
little water. If you want to colour the dough, add, for example, 
watercolours to the water.
 
Wash your hands from time to time and add a little oil to your 
hands so that the dough is easier to mould. Your work will dry 
at room temperature, but you can dry them faster in the oven: 
about 125 °C, for about 1 hour. The leftovers of the salt dough 
can be thrown in the organic rubbish or the mixed waste.

Plates and bowls made of paper and dough

paper maché (see recipe)
salt dough (see recipe)
sketching paper for planning 
the object
utensils of your choice for 
colouring and patterning 
(e.g., coloured pencils, mark-
ers, watercolours, and for 
patterning the dough, a fork, 
toothpick, etc.)

The goal is to familiarize 
yourself with: 

-experiments with home-
made clays and their proper-
ties
-moulding clay and three-di-
mensional work
-brainstorming and object 
design
-documenting the process

Kokeshi good luck dolls
Amulet
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https://fi.pinterest.com/marjakoivusalo/kokeshi-nuket/
https://tieteentermipankki.fi/wiki/Taidehistoria:amuletti

